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PRESENT STATUS OF IN-HOUSE DA SYSTEMS

Global operational Reanalysis/Forecast products at CMCC are based on OceanVar, a 3dvar DA scheme that ingests

ocean observations such as T/S/SLA (Dobricic & Pinardi 2008; Storto et al. 2011, etc.)

- Consolidate series of eddy-permitting ocean 

Reanalyses C-GLORS ( Storto et al, 2015) 

http://c-glors.cmcc.it/, member of the CMEMS 

GREP product)

- Initialization of ocean component of the coupled 

seasonal prediction system (ensemble of Ocean 

Reanalysis)

- Initialization of eddy 

resolving short-term 

ocean forecast GOFS16 

(Cipollone et al., 2020, 

https://gofs.cmcc.it/)

Same scheme is employed at regional scale (Black Sea and Med Sea) 

Sea Ice variables (concentration and thickness) are currently constrained with univariate nudging procedures variables 

towards two different products OSISAF SIC (Lavergne, 2019) and PIOMAS SIT (Zhang & Rothrock, 2003)

OCEAN COMPONENT

SEA-ICE COMPONENT

INTRODUCTION

http://c-glors.cmcc.it/
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INTRODUCTION

Sea-ice regulates the exchange of heat 

and gases (oce-atm), affects the 

local/global ocean circulation (DWF), 

impacts ecosystems, human activities 

ect

A consistent multivariate sea-ice DA is crucial to improve the capability of

Reanalysis/Forecast system to predict diverse sea-ice characteristics and to provide a

realistic representation of interannual/decadal signals.

Sea-ice thickness retrievals are very recent (~2010s, or ICESat in 2003/2004) and 

available only during the freezing season (due to meltpond interference). 

Sea-ice variables are highly non-gaussian (i.e. SIC limited between 0-1) and the direct use in standard 

DA approach (based on normal distribution for pdf) must be treated with extra-care 

CHARACTERISTICS

A new sea-ice (SIC/SIT) module is included in OceanVar based on anamorphosis transformation (Simon &

Bertino, 2009) that moves the minimization in a gaussian space

NOVELTY

INTRODUCING A SEA-ICE DATA ASSIMILATION SYSTEM

is the tangent linear of the algorithm from the SANGOMA project  (http://www.data-

assimilation.net/) that maps the different quantiles of the initial  and final distributions 

(Brankart et al., 2012)

ANAMORPHOSIS

OPERATOR

http://www.data-assimilation.net/
http://www.data-assimilation.net/


DATA ASSIMILATION SCHEME

Control space

model space CVT (”square root” of B)

The cost function in the incremental formulation is used, where a control variable transformation (CVT) is used to 

precondition the minimization problem and where V corresponds to the “left square root” of B

Cross-cov gSIC/gSIT

Horizontal corr.

Tangent of 

Anamorphosis op

(around the 

background field)

December representation of the tangent  

VgSIC->SIC (around the background field)

Cipollone et al., submitted to OC (2023)

Operator that shapes B are : cross-cov SIC/SIT, horizontal diffusion, anamorphosis

The tangent approx. is correct when increments are not so high, i.e. extreme events (that pass the BQC) lead to 

increments that are treated with coefficient around the background (as any other linear operator)

Approximations

Background value must inside the range of values used to construct the transformation, otherwise 

increments are zero. 



Cross Covariance between SIC and SIT is 

(almost) preserved by the transformation. 

Increments preserve the strong anisotropy close to 

the sea-ice edge (weighted by the local variability) 

rather than be spread isotropically (standard case)

Spatial correlation ~150km 

DATA ASSIMILATION SCHEME

March SIC/SIT 

Correlation

March gSIC/gSIT

Correlation

ANAMORPHOSIS IMPACT

The operator is applied in each grid point, the initial distribution is constructed from the statistics of a 31y simulation 

(NEMO-LIM2), enriched with values from neighbouring points, using 21 quantiles for the mapping



EXPERIMENT CONFIGURATION AND DATA

Sea ice thickness

CS2SMOS SIT Data fusion:

Weekly merged l4 CryoSat-

2/SMOS (Ricker et al, 2017).

Sea ice concentration:

OSISAF SIC data:

Daily reprocessed measurements of

concentration (Lavergne et al.,2019)

Five-year long experiments with identical initial condition (CGLORSv5 reanalysis) and model set up: NEMO 

v3.6 and sea-ice model LIM2 (one thickness category) with a global grid at ¼° resolution (ORCA025) but 

different sea-ice DA configuration and dataset:

CRYOSAT-2 (Thick) SIT data:

Weekly meas. from polar-orbiting 

CryoSat-2(Hendricks et al., 2020).

SMOS (Thin) SIT data: 

Daily measurements of Thin 

Sea Ice Thickness from 

SMOS sensor

Data assimilation 

configuration



IMPACT OF DA IN FEBRUARY SIT RMSE

No assim
SIC: OSISAF

smaller error
SIC: OSISAF

SIT: L3 Cryosat-2

SIC: OSISAF

SIT: L3 Cryosat-2 & SMOS

SIC: OSISAF

SIT: L4 CS2SMOS

SIC: OSISAF
SIT: L4, larger error

SIC: OSISAF

SIT: L4 ~100km SUBSAMP

SIC: OSISAF



IMPACT OF DA ON TOTAL VOLUME

Assimilation of L4 CS2SMOS data (L4DE1) generates jumps in the total volume at the onset of the freezing

period. L4SUB recovers the correct seasonality by subsampling the data as well as L4DE30 ( Obs Err. is increased

w.r.t Desroziers’ extimate).

Figure 8. Panel a shows the timeseries of the total sea-ice volume in the Arctic for several experiments with different DA set up against

observation estimates from L4 CS2SMOS data. Same thing for Panel b where the impact of the assimilation of different SIT datasets is

highlighted.

L3CR2&SM experiment (Figure 9.b), we can discriminate the influence of the two independent SIT datasets. Cryosat-2 data

largely impact the Eurasian basin where the thickness is usual higher than 0.5m. Most the Siberian coast is instead driven by

theSMOSdataaswell aswest Greenland rift basin. Moving toward thesea-ice edgeacompetitivebehaviour isshown between

SMOS and SIC data: the two datasets almost equally contribute to the modify the model thermodynamics.255

L4DE1 L3CRY2SMOS
b)a)

Figure9. Spatial IF for L4DE1 (Panel a) and L3CR2&SM (Panel b) experiments. Panel ashowstherelative influence/strength of CS2SMOS

dataand OSISAF one. Panel b considers the same for L3 Cryosat-2, L3 SMOS and OSISAF data
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Such overconfidence in the observations (too small error) is 

likely to be caused by the absence of correlation between 

observation error (zero off-diagonal element in the R matrix)

links each element of the R matrix to a-posteriori statistical diagnostics, where do
a being the residuals (analysis minus ob-160

servations) while do
g refers to the initial misfits (background minus observations). Desroziers’ relations are generally used to

optimised the first guess OE (Xie et al., 2018) but can be also employed to add time-dependent effects both in B and R

matrices (Storto and Masina, 2016; Escudier et al., 2021). It is worth to note that they must be used with caution because of

the presence of sampling errors and biases that can spoil the diagnostics (Ménard, 2016). Figure 3 shows these off-diagonal

Figure 3. Correlation between different OE as function of the observation distance with a bin of 20km. Green line corresponds to L3CR2

experiment that assimilatesonly L3 Cryosat-2 datawhile red lineshowsthesamefor L4DE experiment (assimilation of L4 CS2SMOSdata).

terms as function of the distance between observations and evaluated through the Equation (4). The green line refers to the165

L3 CryoSat-2 data (experiment L3CR2 in table 1, see next section), while the red line labels L4 CS2SMOS data (experiment

L4DE). Statistics are averaged over a four-year-long reanalysis timeseries, after the application of the thinning procedure, and

restricted to 5000 observations per week (being the assimilation weekly). A minimum threshold of 0.1 m in thickness is im-

posed to avoid ice-free areas. The red line (CS2SMOS data) shows an error correlation that reduces slowly with the distance,

while asudden drop is present for L3 CryoSat-2 data, demonstrating a much less interdependency among close errors. Several170

studies arerecently focused on different methods to include theerror correlation in DA schemes (Storto et al., 2019b; Ruggiero

et al., 2016). At present, many operational systems further increase theDesroziers’ OE to partially alleviate theabsence of such

off-diagonal terms in R (Benkiran et al., 2021). However such solution requires some extra care for satellite data that are not

continuous over time as shown in the next section.

4 Results175

Different data assimilation strategies are hereby discussed and compared. Table 1 summarises the main characteristics of each

experiment, while the DA set up differ, the model configuration remains identical. Ocean and sea-ice initial conditions refer to

the 1st January 2011 from CGLORS reanalysis (Storto and Masina, 2016).
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Independent validation against thickness mooring data in Beaufort Gyre (Beaufort Gyre Exploration Project, 

www.whoi.edu/beaufortgyre) (pink dots). Assimilation of SIC data only (SICDE1) slightly improves the SIT estimates 

especially during summer-time w.r.t. CTRL. L4DE1 assimilates L4 CS2MOS and reproduces SIT evolution in summer 

(no SIT data) better than L3CR2 where only Cryosat-2 data are assimilated. 

IMPACT OF DA ON INITIAL CONDITIONS

∼ [75° N;154° E] 



OBSERVATION INFLUENCE

Observation influence

A measure of the relative influence of different observation types into the model dynamic/thermodynamics, follows 

the evaluation of the Degrees of Freedom for Signal (DFS, Cardinali et al. (2004) and the impact factor index (IF):

Figure 8. Panel a shows the timeseries of the total sea-ice volume in the Arctic for several experiments with different DA set up against

observation estimates from L4 CS2SMOS data. Same thing for Panel b where the impact of the assimilation of different SIT datasets is

highlighted.

L3CR2&SM experiment (Figure 9.b), we can discriminate the influence of the two independent SIT datasets. Cryosat-2 data

largely impact the Eurasian basin where the thickness is usual higher than 0.5m. Most the Siberian coast is instead driven by

theSMOSdataaswell aswest Greenland rift basin. Moving toward thesea-iceedgeacompetitivebehaviour isshown between

SMOS and SIC data: the two datasets almost equally contribute to the modify the model thermodynamics.255

L4DE1 L3CRY2SMOS
b)a)

Figure9. Spatial IF for L4DE1 (Panel a) and L3CR2&SM (Panel b) experiments. Panel ashowstherelative influence/strength of CS2SMOS

data and OSISAF one. Panel b considers the same for L3 Cryosat-2, L3 SMOS and OSISAF data
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Experiment analyzed:

SIT : L3 Cryosat-2 & SMOS            

SIC: OSISAF

Influence of 

Cryosat-2 SIT 
Influence of 

SMOS SIT 
Influence of 

OSISAF SIC 

IF compares the influence of different 

observation datasets and quantify the 

relative impact of each single dataset

Cryosat-2 data largely impact the Eurasian basin while most of the Siberian coast is influenced by the SMOS data as well 

as west Greenland rift basin. Moving toward the sea-ice edge a competitive behaviour is shown between SMOS and SIC 

data.



CONCLUSIONS

Anamorphosis transformation of sea-ice variables in their Gaussian counterparts can help to include specific

physical constraints in final increments (i.e. strong spatial anisotropy close to sea-ice edge) and to ease the

coupling with other variables in a multivariate approach.

SIT data are dense and not continuous in time (available only during the accretion period). This can generate

discontinuities at the onset of the growing season that are to be avoided to preserve a realistic seasonal

variability in a Reanalysis product.

The ingestion of SIT data in winter (Cryosat-2 and SMOS) provides much better initial conditions for SIT

prediction in spring compared to experiments without SIT or with the Cryosat-2 only assimilation

THANK YOU !! 
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